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S e v e r a 1 a ll .,c i_,• 1 o rs ha v c in v e ;J ·t i g a t e d .,c r) e f-, re e o s c i 11 a t ion s of 
. -
shallow rotating lakes sc::as J bayc and channels of differ-
, 
ent shapE;S. We mention Jcl·J,.:; r·ectangular, circular, elliptic 
and semi-circular lake Corkan and Doodson 1952j Van Dantzig 
1958, Jeffreys 1921!-, Lamb 1932J Proudman 1928J 1I1aylor 1922,, 
and the rectangular bay Van Dantzig 1958, Taylor 1922 . 
Tl--ie present investigation concerns t·l1e t311allovv semi-circular 
bay of constant deptt1. By means 01,.. LAUvJEI1.IER 1 r:; trJeorly of 
trigonometric series wi tl1 presc rj_bed pl1a se;s j valid in the 
half-period interval, a determinantal equation 1s obtained, 
which implicitly dete1•)mine~:3 tr1e f1')ee frequencies w of the 
semi-circular bay as a function of 
velocity at the site of the bay. An 
derived for a first approximation 
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General equa·tions. 
If fric tio11 n0:glected ond if no exterior forces come 
into play> the equations of motion and con·tinuity read 
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In the following the bay will cover the area 
Along tt1e diameter y=O the ocean condition 
2.1 
y > 0., 2 2 2 X -!-y < a 
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on the circumference 
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1rhis set orily admits a r1olutio11 if, 'formally~ 
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and w. 
The convergence of th0 ir1finite determinant l~.11 can be shown 
ir) the fol lowing way. 
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Formula 5.11 is seen to be a recurrence relation be·tween f1 our 
coefficients d for which the sum of the subscripts is 
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